
What is your guys process: As soon as we get CRT’s--- sent to recycler in San Jose, Shred 
plastic, and send to correct recyclers. Over the USA.  
 
CRT take the Yolk out. The copper yolk (backplate of a CRT). They crush the glass inside the 
screens. Contain fumes toxins, etc. They send glass to Samsung in Malyasa, they recycle and put 
into CRTS again. Then send to Montana, recycle. 
 
All of Circuit boards, goes to Niranda Recycling in San Jose. Rest: Batteries: PA.  
 
Common Scrap, Almunin. Goes to American Metal, San Jose. 
 
Private, family run and owned. Give the service to all of California. Try to provide it for free, 
ALL Electronics. 
 
They get paid per pound on CRT and get a little bit for.  
 
Loose Business model: Lots of competetition, more than 200 collectors in state of California, 
now like 500, more than 50 recicliers in the state. If they can’t serve them, they refer them to 
someone. Can dispose of it properly. Basically what we recycle, we put out advertisements all 
over the state, try to provide for free. Convient for customer, have to ensure they are CA 
resident. 
 
Revenue is generated by CRT. STATE senate bills in 2005. 
Other part, from PC’s---Find  
 
Done big event. One in Concord. One of the top collectors in the state, 
 
2009 TV’s are going to be switching to Digital, not relying on the same wavelengths. Not 
Analog anymore, going to be digital. 
 
A lot of people are going to either buy a convertor box, or recycle (aka trash) their old TV.  
 
Have about 27 empolyees, did have about 35, but that was 
 
Another Business for 10 years: Ease there way into the other business. Most of the people they 
have hired are someones friend. Reliable, “trial” period. How they. Electronic Waste Magment, 
recycle furniture.  
 
Michelle Position Co-ordinater. 
 
Michelle@noewaste.com  
 
 


